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Company: AGM Construction Recruitment

Location: United Kingdom

Category: other-general

A handyman/woman with proven expertise and knowledge in PLASTERING with a minimum

of 2 years experience and proven track record. The succesful candidate will also have a well

rounded knowledge and experience in other trades and general first fix and maintenace

roles.

While the vacancy is for a handyman/ PLASTERER the successful candidate must have a

get stuck in and get the job done attitude as the role at times can feel more like that of a

multi skilled technician, therefore a basic understanding of other trades would be a benefit

but more importantly the mindset to complete the job as a team and move to the next.The

work is all refurbs on residential property.

Does this sound like you?

This role would be ideal for someone who may have had their own business or been a contractor

chasing the big money and no longer wants to travel ,constantly need to find their next

job,worrying about gaps in employment.

Instead, in these uncertain economic times this opportunity offers

competitive salary

job security

continuous employment,

a regular consistent income,

38 hrs per week

no working weekends

an excellent pension plan
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holiday pay

many additional perks the company has to offer its permanent employees.

The company and the role

Our client is a property development and management company which owns a large

number of residential properties across the North of England.

They are looking to expand their NE branch based in Middlesbrough due to continued growth

within the business.

The role consists of first fix and refurbishment of :

properties bought at Auction that need to be brought up to the required standard to go onto the

rental market.

ongoing maintenance and damage repair of properties with sitting tenants

repair work on properties that require attention in between tenants.

For further information or to apply for this job please call Grahame on 07379049317

0r email your CV to grahame@agmconstructionrecruitment.co.uk

Apply Now
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